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Specifications

Features
Lewis and Clark is a solid 4” red maple collection that brings
modern style to relaxed family living. The collection is handscraped and distressed, which is most unusual for a solid wood
product. Chatter marks emphasize and complement the
undulating grain.
These processes make for a beautifully crafted product that
comes in several of the hot new grey tones. So the Lewis &
Clark styles are at home in a variety of surroundings, from stylish
traditional to dramatic contemporary.

Style
Thickness
Width
Species
Janka Hardness Rating
Edge Description
End Description

SW253
3/4"
4"
Maple
1450
Beveled
Beveled

*Cartons may include random lengths

This Shaw hardwood is warranted
that the face surface of this
product will not peel off or wear
through for 50 years from the
date of purchase.

Colors
139 Pacific—mellow blonde subdued by grey, highlighting the grain
in a gentle striped effect

This product features ScufResist™
PLATINUM – Shaw's extremely wear
resistant UV cured polyurethane
finish with Aluminum Oxide designed
to help resist household scuffing on
hardwood floors.

890 Expedition—greyish taupe, like deep coffee with undertones of
very dark auburn red
953 Legacy—a strong charcoal with deeper markings that add
mystery and shadowy movement

This Shaw hardwood
product meets
GREENGUARD indoor air
quality requirements and is
GREENGUARD Children &
Schools Certified.

MODERATE
VARIATION

This hardwood is rated Moderate with
distinguishable color and character
variation within each box. It is
imperative that hardwood planks from
various cartons be continually blended
during installation to insure optimum
appearance.

This Shaw product is Made in the U.S.A.
139 Pacific

890 Expedition

953 Legacy
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